
1st dam

2nd dam
MIA F EIGHTEEN, by Tough Knight. 4 wins at 3 and 5, $27,675. Sister to MIA-TOUGH. Dam of 5 winners, including--SUMMER HIT (g. by Bertrando). 11 wins, 3 to 5, $574,849, All American S. [G3] (GG, $60,000) twice, Berkeley H. [G3] (GG, $60,000), Silky Sullivan S.-R (GG, $57,000), Harry F. Brubaker S. (DMR, $72,420), 2nd San Francisco Mile S. [G3] (GG, $20,000) 3 times, 3rd Oak Tree H. (OTP, $12,050), Sensational Star S.-R (SA, $12,000).

STAR BIRD ROAD (g. by Count the Time). 12 wins, 2 to 9, $198,697, Seattle H. (EMD, $24,750), Governor’s H. (EMD, $22,000), Seattle H. (EMD, $22,000), Chinoook Pass Sprint S.-R (EMD, $20,942)-ntr, 6 fur. in 1:07 2/5, 2nd Captain Condo S.-R (EMD, $7,000), etc. Ettr at Emerald Downs, 5 fur. in :55 2/5.

Light of a Star (f. by Muqtarib). Black-type-placed winner, above.

3rd dam
LUCKY MIA, by Regal Bearing (GB). Unraced. Dam of 4 other winners, incl.--MIATOUGH. 4 wins, $47,245, John and Kitty Fletcher S.-R (EMD, $13,750), etc.

4th dam

Engagements: Breeders’ Cup.
Foaled in Kentucky. (KTDF).